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Development of Information Possibilities
of Scientific Satellite Bxperiments
K. B. serafimoa; s.

(.

chapkunov, T. N. Ioanova, [. B. ktanov

A determinant factor in.the conternporary stage of space research is the rapid
of the inforrnation flux necessary to "be transmitted to grouna-nuJeO
attention is paid to the information
, preserving the information capacities

increase

rs mairrly to

experirnents involving
as space plasma, solar wind and pla--

problem
c
The nece
ing -at the decr

s in

The

ments could be

by

satellite experi_

the satelllte, aim_

s used, In this'man_
ner the.possibility is created of . perforrning new experiments and of using
classical equipment for new addrlional measurements.
__ The necessity,. when a definite type of telemetric system
is available
(with limited information capacity). to
in special time intervals. Thls is"itre s

t

depends exclusively on the methocls
ith a given source whose lirnits are

-tJ:'.
um adm j s sibr e vorum e t o ... u r'J'rt 31J::J"t
:;rf,t$t Ttrl:i%t::
There are three nethods of information cornpression wi,i.t, are ,s.O mor.
frequently' The first one is based on statis,tical' coding and is sun;eci-to--ttte
this case the discrete data obtained tirrough the
esented wiih the help of a definite num-ber of

a

rnin im

reduced.

:i'.:xl:H'ifl #fi;i,Tf :;JT'&i:T'i#,1;:i::,,.,1

The second method of compression is known as the interpolation and extrapolation method. its effectivity does not dilfer from the firs't o;;; 6"f-lt-i,
easier to perlorm and can be applied sr ccessfully in cases when tiie p;r;;;-

ters of the source are not {ully known. This method usually involves partial
approximation of the initiai characteristics to a known simpler function. Afterwards, instead of the entire characteristics, only the parameters specifying each
sector of ihe approximating curve are transrnitted [1].
The third method is applied usually in statistical measurements. In this
case the experimenter is interested not in the momentum quantities of lhe parameter obstlved but in its mean value, dispersion, derivatives, etc. The Ieplacement of the initial parametric totality by, some of its clraracleristics is
hesignated as parametric separation. This resulls in lepid volune reduction of
tranlmitted or'stored data. Typical of this rnethod is the perlormance of incon'
vertible initial data transfornraiions. So ihere are some doubts as to whether
. it can be taken as a compression niethod. It is clear that the iinal result makes
it possible to relate this method to the one described above, r:otwithstanding
the fact oi the qualitative transition io a new data totality 12,3,41. This .me'
thod might require verification oi the agreement between the data obtained
during tle experiment and the mathernatical model of the phenornenon. It .is
a pro6lem soived basically by statistical methods in the ground-based receiv'

ing
-

stations.

In addition to the above methods there are others wbich, through one
to the types already listed but which
sider the information compression in

in studying the
:tor (probe) irnmersed into the space
tage is applied to the elecirocleimmersre taken of the probe current of the
the electrode (collector). The sawtooth
iljed and transfcrmed into voltage are
that in order to transmit the volt-amI'hese methods are used

Dere characteristic thus obtained we need telemetry with sufficiently big capaflis restiicts the experiments performed on the sane carrier and is not
admissible, taking into aciount the fact that the probe measuternents are usua.lly
^city,

accessory.In this case, the use of the equipment describedin [3] to detetmine the

probe characteristic derivatives reduces many times the.volune of the information
iransrnitted, The method described in [3] and the equiprnent initially used onboard the Ariel-1 satelliie are interesting frotn the point of view of the pos'

sibiliiies provided for fully utilizing the Langmuir probe .specificiiies, Measutements might be taken in'this caseof thethermal ion densities and temperatures
(ion trap) or of the electron densities and temperatures (electron probe) in
the ionosphere.
In the equipment consitlered use is rnade of the fact that the information
necessary for- the volt-ampere chatacteristics octurs iri a nore suitable and
reasonable form if one deals with the curve derivatives.
The expression for the curve sector related to electron retarding can be
presented as follows :

iu:i"o."o

(#)-

i+-ip,

where U is the probe potential (negative) with respect to the space potential;
and i1 and io aie the positive ion current and the photocurrent, respectively.
As U is neghtive, the 11 and lo currents change with the change . of lJ much
less than the current 1". Then we obtain alter ditferentiation by U
4

,,€roi+rri^e,
I":
kT"Iu -n-;O*iT
as well

ie'

as

I e \s Ie,
f.- olt.r
I
\^re
/
.

therefore

i'e kT"
l"
e

rithmic characteristic 'tfris ratio is constric systen: requires rnuch smaller dy_
curve itself is transrnitted. Besides t6e
electron density, as this value corres-

aracteristic.
ivatives is shown on Fig, l. In order to
o! the characteristic, tw6 voltages with
ed. If the AC voltages are presenteci in
(art -S er), where a.r, <a.rr, then the extten in the form of a row

i:i"]-il"lUt

(arrlf ,)*tlzcos (a;rl-f er)J
.ti!t[Urcos (corf..i-er)f Urcos (at2t! en)]21 , . .
,
and their derivatives relate to values corresponding to the
along the sweep at the moment /.
the_ amplitude of the component with angular frequency
value of li. In the circuit an automatic adju"stment oi gaiir
to
keep
constant the output signal of the first amplifier. The valL^tllotottn
rue
,'c which..changes within broad limits is determiled by the
voltage of the
automatic adjustment circuit. The quadratic terrr in the expression cdntains the
cos

e

component

2UrU2cos (a;rl-f"er) eos (corl-l-er)

lf.

Therefore,.the second.o.utput signal gives the modulation relative depth which
is proportiorial to 2Ut{:.
The circuit shown in Fig. I differs from the one used in Ariel-l.
The reasons for making the given circuit complicated lie in the inconvenience oi the suggested method. Actually, the aborie reasoning assulnes that
any deviation of the current carriers iro"m the Maxwellian dis"tribution would
occur in instability of the ratio i'.fi'! and could be identified. In the general
cas
at
uremerrts where a sharp
car
itio
nlight orbital sector anh
the
pr
operating on the sane
car
per n out of the linear-logarithmic regiou
of
on the other hand, any occurrence of a new type of positive ions is reflected in a new slope of the volt-ampere characteriific for' the ion measurements" This makes it still more difficult to decode the type ot the characteristic
derivatives. In ge.neral, the unavailability of the authentif iolt-arnpere characteristic is an essential defect which constiiutes a specific featuie ot'the third type
of methods for informaiion qompression,

extent
by telemetry through giv
ublt-"mp.tu'charact"eriitic
use the'same number of

e method [4,5] could be increased
time intervals and the authentic
hown on Fig.. 1, it is possible -to

To a certain

Fig. 1 is given

in

The full equipment description for

[6].

-_
-_-6

-4,SP1s
sP 1 G

I

I

I
I

L.
Fig. 1, Circuit diagram: DC
16s
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synchropulses,

C
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diode contmutator,

converter
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s_i

T - trigger, SP ls aad

SP

ct of the problem oi
Everything said until now refers to t
possibility increase in satellite
information
--Fig.. 1, we shall notice
If we c6ntinue developing the case
when the tele'
regime,
data
direct
to"
relate
observations
alt
ttrat
pass to
*.tti. system information possibilities are sufficiently large.. When we
number
the
experiments,
satellite
the
of
O-afu t."tory regime, basii tor most
ot- points tlinsri'itteO per time unit fror the characteristics of interest decreases
-pi6Ue
"-- rapidly.
experiments the interpretation
I"f

is impossible in the case of a small
experimentetsleach. a compro'
is
why
12).
That
g.
under
pointi
(e.
number'of
d'ecrEase of the number of characteristics used at the expense
mise solution
oi an increase-of the number of points transmitted from a separate
..characteristic. This is the second aspect of ttre problem of information possibility in'
.r.ur.,-ui mentioned in the'initiat part 6t. this paper,^ namely, the- establishmert
of recbrd conditions in determined'time intervali of interpretable data. The
other deromination of this method is intemediate information storage'
of the following [7]: Over a certain period of ..time
perlormed with ieiatively large frequency of discres'obtained in the discrete measurements are transme seyeral tir es longer than the measurement pepicture 9f t e measuied volt-ampere characteristic,
6

stretched in time for estabiishing, under the abotre conditions, in order to increase the number oi points transmitted'at the expense of the number of characteristics taken down.
The block circuitry of such a memory device designed on the basis of the

intermediate rnenorv method is shown on FiE'.

2. For

considerations

of

con-

"ut-" *li'-fV

L_)

l'"t,
out2
e

R

A fi 25 6 x

B

master oscillatot, S
Blocl<-diagram of the memory unit : MO
electron switch, S-C
synchronizer-converter, ADC - A-D converter, BC-256 - DV-256 dividers, AMV 1,2 -- muliivlbrators, DACbinary counter,DV-8and
- memofy
D-A converter, RAM real access

Fig. 2.

-

venience the operation is described based on a concrete circuit version. The
master oscillator (MO) with square angle osclllation frequency of 65,563 kHz
feeds the electron switch (S) through the divider (DV-256) with square voltage frequency of 256 Hz. The switch S is maintained by a synchronizet-convertor (S-C) 13] at the input of which a synehronizing voltage "meandet" type
U, enters with a 2 s period of repetition (Fig. 3a). At the output of the S-C
we obtain voltage Us-c as shown on Fig. 3b" Therefore the record time
?n*,u" (l sec in this case) of the controlling input of .the switch S has a logical "0" and the reading iime ?",uua (B s in this case) has a logical "1". In the
time interval "record" 256 strobes are fed 7s1 (Fig. 3d) through the astable
nrultivibrator AMV 1 to the A-D converter (ADC), i" e. at the rate of 256
measurements per second. At the same time, through the binary counter, up
to 256 (BC-256) RAM memory add,resses with organization 256X8 (Fig. 3c)
are involved. As in the coucrete case use is made of RAM type 1101a with
access time of about I s, there immediately follows a transformation time requirement of ADC 1 s. As seen lrom Fig. 2, the A-D converter is of B bits
with parallel output which feeds the memory, The control voltage from S-C
feeds the bus READ/WRITE (R/W) as during the record there is a logical
"1" al the input R/W and a logical "0" during reading.
The recorded information is transmitted after the measurement (l,.oo). The
switch S is in Dosition 2. The frequencv divider DV-B reduces B times the

oi the memory addresses involvement. The delay line DL is necessart to itritt ttre strobes Usz (Fig. 3d) from the astable multivibratot_ AflVo t.o
2 s with respect to the pulses controlling the addressing cpunter BC-256 (3c).
This necessify arises frotn the time oI memory access. So at the input of the
frequency

Fig. 3, OPerations scheme
times
D-A converter (DAC) the 256 measured values ertter with frequency_B :,+
lower and convbrt alain in analogue form. The DAC is necessary only the
telemetric channels by which the iniormation is transmitted are in an analogue
Iorm. In case they are digitals the DAC drops out of the circuit.
A-s the suggested intErmediate memoty device is used jn diilerent pro.pe
experiments witfi ditterent types of volt-amp,ere characteristics, it is very difficult to determine simply according to I(otelnikov's theorem the necessary
number of discrete measurements. l'hat is why, on the basis of the structure
shown in Fig.2,'it is possible to use storages of differeut capacities, as the
frequency oi the master oscillator and the capacity ol the addressing counter
would be subiect to change.
Besides that, in the a"vailability oi {igital telemetric channels, it is possible to use several telemetric channels simultaneously, especially in data transmission, rvith a certain complication of this structure. When we dispose of a
microprocessor with an appropriately given programme (e. g. by first or se'
cond derivative change) the possibility arjses of processing the volt-ampere
characteristic recorded in the menrory and of transmitting information only for
special points {rom it.

Conclusion
The devices discussed above have been developed at the Central Laboratory
for Space Research of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. Notwithstanding the
fact that they are intended for probe measurements, the principles involved
in their design could be employed in.any type of space reseatch where the
final result is an analogue signal (volt-ampere characteristic). The reasonable
employment of the possibilities of increasing the effectivity of space experi'
R

to the full use of the experitnental technique and equipment
of the satellite system. This could operi up an entirely new stage in this
field, particularly in ioutine space morphological measurements,
ments would lead
ancl
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On the Possibilities of Digital Method
Applications
T-:.1

in Frobe

Space

DXpenmen$
S. Chapktlnou, V. Cenozt, V. Markort
Recently the digital methods of information transmission find greater application in radiot
analog ones. That is due to the sriicessf.ql developm
technique and to sonre advantages of the
.
digital. system
ones. The information signals "from the
ionospheric sc
nalog in their majority. "In order to be
transmitted by the digital telemetric c
range of the analog process to be divi
i. e. to be quantized by level
in some of the subregions, a
est level value is transmitte
:n this ruethod of transmission is calltantaneous

ethods of

them as

f

a

increase

iJ, "^1'o il":T,?lil,i iJ'i;.,'.X'$ ,fl:",1lfr:
rhe objective of this work is

t" .*s1";t".d1?? "j#if;ffi'";1t#:,:i,:;

of

digital informational transmissiorr from

for: (a) pulse-code presentation with
erence) presentation; (c) delta"presen_
Two determined probe signals are processed under linear and step. ilter-

polation.

we should note .that the paper deliberately avoids the analysis of the
adaptive. informational presentation methods. The reason being: ihe relative
com.plexity.of equipment.in_ the receiving and emitting part wh"en using these
methods; the variety and the relatively great possibiliiies of these nret"hods is
10

subject

to a separate analysis

which could be further developed in another

worK.

The first analysed signal is the classical volt-ampere charactetistic of the
Langmuir proUi. ft J .oJi. in Fig. I is a typical characteristic obtained dur'

!

,,

Fig'

1

chatacierlstlcs obtalue<l durillg.the-oplratlon of th,e Bul- Typtcal
p;-o;e-;iirl ptlnt--mounied onboar't th e veitlcal -6 rocket (1977) ;
satian
of Fig' la
F
- itre'transfoim6d characterlstics

a

ing the operation of the Bulgarian probe equipment onboard the Vertical'o
rocket (1977).
'---i.ig'"r.'ib
,ho*r the transformed characle.ristic_ of Fig. la taking into acthe
sweep is linear and with period of I .s'.
t"hat
count
-The anatysis an? conclusions from tire characteristic shown
for the digital transmission of volt-ampe
The minimal and maximal electr
1"nrin:0.16X 10-o A and 1" ma':7.75XI

are

valuable

telemetric system Uinm^*:6 V and
:0.127 V. The sweep voltage at values shown in Fi-g. la_would be described
Uy-ttri expression Viw: -Z.Z+St (/. changing from 0 to T), and the exponen"
1l

tial sectoi of the v-A characteristic can be presented analytically

pression

(r)

by the ex-

u(t)-=()o.exp(#) -(ro.ek.usw,

p: *L:T.TB.

where

(J(t):t1o.exp k(-2.2+5t):Uo,exp (-2.2k+E kil.
(2)
.. furthermore, all conclusions woukl be tlrawn for the exponential part of
the V-A characteristic, as it is the limiting sector in anatog,16-digitai tlrnitoi-

mations.

tivelv
odqdal
:

(3)

oq max

2i":-2vidq

and
(4)

'q

where

dg

U,

lvl
hence

-

2JE,M'

quantization step;
signal dynamic range;

Ur: L/6u*-Uroin
quantization level number,

a: jo:l$:so,

(5)

Qqt

:rm

M:2^,

therefore

we chose the closest multiple to the 2,n .number

M-64. At 64 levels the
fQ:0.46 per

cent.

mean-quadratic error fro'm-quantization

;o;i; ;

The quantization step is equal to

(6)

dq:fr:ggx lg-sv.

At unifom quantization, the quantizatjon level is placed in the middle of
quantization

the

interval. The absolute error obtained in identifying the instantaneous
value with the quantization level is

(7)

eq:Lq-A,

quantization level;
,tq
- counted instantaneous
I -value.

And the maximal absolute quantization error would
lr6q
(B)
: ds
imax
|
t,
t2

be

The discretizalion frequency of the signal described in (2) is detetmirred^ by
its correlative function. Tbis frequency should be within the linits 1.5 to 6 of
the discreti zalion f requency defined by Kotelnihov's thtlorem

(9)

*.
width is

Fo:(1.5+6)2ztf

spectral
obtained irom
The amplitude-frequency spectruru
^the
density, cal&lated trorir the foimulae in (.1),.in or:r casE llfert--30 Hz'
We should underline that the discretization ftequency can be determined
more accurately by the relationship between the intefpretation error and the

ignal wittr a polynomial

of fitst power

informational'transmission rate 1:'
At iqterpolation of the infor
of second power w9 obtain lo:
In diflerential methods of in
ween two instantaneous values sample
stants is ouantized. These methods ale valid only when there is a considerable
decrease oi th. emitted informational quantity. It is obvious that the uniform
difference representation could be valid when the. s.lgnal. lluctuates fast with
small amplitddes ancl slowly changes within the limits of the full scale.
Therlfore, the differeniial preientation is valid ii an informational compression is obtained, i. e. if the difference between coordinates is encoded
with less symbols than the discrete instantaneous value
(

lTLd- FfL-

t0)

where

za is symbols number in the diflerence coordinate,
synbols number with which the discrete instantaneous value
m

/ ma:E (rr)

zlff76,

is

transmitted.

where E is a full number minirnal in the discretization range.
zt

mo:r

{}

ros,

o-h"

where fr(fo) is the reduced signal
For tire"'case (Fig. lb) we bbta
oolation and at the aE'ove-bbtained
therefore, at dilference presentation
same one with which the instantaneou
modulation wittr uniform quantization.

},
ion of inter/ m:0.85 l.

is the
pulse'code

mbols

at

Upon linear interpolation and difference presentation we obtain Zo:0.0078 s;

and /m"{1.
Elgo1:0.s5
"'

ffe see that the difference presentation of the symbol examined is not effective (at both ways of signal interpreta,ion from Fig. 1)' because of lack of
information compression
Upon delta-iresentation of the signal the discretization frequercy has _to
be selected in such a way that the function change per unit of discretization
would be less than the quantization step.
'oeriod
For interpolation with polynomial of first power, the quantization step is
selected by the dePendence
13

dq:0.06V,

emaxS2

dq<0.03,

dq:0.03V,
for the discretizaiion frequency we obtain
lU (t + T o)- U(t)l<dq Fo: 1500 Hz,
ior the interpolation with polynomial froin second
power

c,nn*Sd4:0.06 V
signal, shape from

dq:o'oo v
Fo:720 Hz.

an

Ii-q.Z 4tempertlure studv
electron
experi_

with double modrrla'tion The transmission rate of informaiion quantity in
probe
both cases of interpolation is appioxirnatety
.
equal to the rate in PCM, but this is achieved
ment

with much higher discretization frequency and
the accuracy of this presentation method is iruch smaller because ot ttr6 summing error effect from the different coordinates. For this signal type the
best in analog-digital presentation.
V-A characteristic can be obtairred
of experiments prove that in
electron temperature study experiment
in Fig. 2 and can be described analyes. Series

u (t):.4.

exp

1-

t*:0'5
where

A:6V

tt;l!'
1

s'

signal amplitude,

- is determined by the condition t--t*:4
a:30X10-6
U

(a):

A exp (0.5).

The processing results of this signal from the three digital methods with the
described techniques are given in Table l.
As is seen from the Table, it is more reasonable for this signal also to
use classical pulse-code presentation of the signal at linear interpolation. The
relative presentation oI this signal type has small coefficients of information
compression (1.5) and upon delta-presentation in transruitting the same information much greater discretization frequency is necessary.
In conclusion, we can say that the digital methods application (namely,
the classical pulse-code presentation) in probe methods is very effective when
accompanied by prior processing of the V-A characteristic onboard the spacecraft. This processing should include the determination of the first and second
signal derivatives. On the one hand, the differentiation decreases the dynamic
range of the transmitted information, while on the other, it increases the ac-

l4

Table

I
Level No.

Qrlani.

IvI

d.n"Ivl

ot

ES
F,f

C,lassical pulse-cilde Pre'

quant.

rat e

lblt/sl

lHzl

64

95X 10-3

o+

esxlo 3

Compr.
coeff

Inf,
tfans.

Dls cr.

frequency

660

sentation

|Uf9,

Relative (differ.) presetrtation

@

Delta-presentation

200

30x10

3

100
|

I

2260
I

Classical pulse-codePre-

951t9

a

95x10

3

sentation
6G

Delta-prcs entation

curacy

60x 10-3

r670

of the measured pafameters (electron density

T9

tem.perature) and

information'
f*iiiui.;
--'- tsocntHe giounO-based computing' oi the telemetric
probe
methods al the
the
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trends
dw.tdpm.n't
iact-ttre
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Introduction
The convective motion of the F-region piasma at high latitudes is one of the
most important parameters afiecting its distribution and composition, Above
iuvariant latitudes of about 60o, the dominant driving force for this convection
is an electric field that originates outside the ionosphere. The electric field is
produced in the rnagnetosphere, or at its boundary with the interplanetary
mediurn, by an interaction between the geomagnetic field and the Solar wind.
The electric field is communicated to the ionosphere along the Earth's highly
conducting magnetic field lines. Thus, our understanding of the highJatitude
F region plasma motion is not only necessary for a satisfactory description of
the F-region itself, but can also contribute significantly to our understanding.
of the interaction of the Earth's atmosphere with the interplanetary medium
The existence of very ditferent convection patterns is pointed out here, and
their implications for F-region plasma distributions and for the interaction of
the magnetosphere wjth the solar wind are discussed.

Observations
Measurements of the high-latitude ionospheric electric field have been made
for several years on satellites [1] and balloons [2] using dipole antennas. Details of the electric field configuration on relatively small spatial scales are
obtained from optical tracking of barium ion clouds [3]. More recently two and
three dimensional in situ measurements of the Pregion ion velocity have given
more inlonnation on the nature of the global ionospheric motion [4, 5]. These
measurements all agree ihat the dominant motion of the plasma above invariant
latitudes ol about 60o is one of two"cell-convection perpendicular to the magnetic

field. Above invariant iatitudes of 70o to 75o the plasma motion is generally directed
arvay from the Suir 'with return flo.iv toward the Sun at lower latitudes, The ion velocity is quite variable but is of the order of I km s-l on the dayside and
2 Xocunqecrr rscreABaHfifl, KH.3
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500 m s-l on the nightside. In the regions near dawn and dusk the boundary
between sunward and antisunward convection may tre well defined and has
been termed "polar cap boundary" (the polar cap being the region of antisunwarcl convection). While other Oltinitions ol the'polar lap exist, this definition

Fig. 1. Horizontal ion drlft velocity vectors from AE-Corbit

13269.

The dashed lines represent most probable convection trajectories
solid Une is the location of the polar
drawn by eye. The heavy
-assumed
to be coincident with the polecap. boundaiy which is
ward edge of the attroral zone

AE-C : Ion drift veloclties
INVLAT V MLT

;

Day 76164; Orbtt

13269

:

Southern hemlsphere

is used throughout this work. Near noon and midnight.th_e flow changes from
sunward to antisunward and vice versa, and the definition of the polar cap
ed theoretical models have been devebecomes less precise. Quite
ionospheric
loped [6] to show that the
ence
of betcons
pattern
are
convection
conve.ction
ween 50 and 100 kV appli
assumlng

a

have been
a distribution [7, B]. Such studies hage
a positive step toward explainirig some
However, many features remain unex,
imposed by the convection model. The
the convection inside the polar cap is
polaf cap appears as a circle centered at
s,

directly antisunwar
(g
the geomagnetic
"nig. l" shows'Drift Ifreter on the
IB

ion t velocity^ observed .by the RPA/
irom the
xplore satellite [9, 10]. The data

southern hemisphere pass of orbit 13269 are shown on an invariant latitude
(A) and magnetic local time (MLT) dial which is in a coordinate system corotating with the Earth. The lines extending from the spacecraft track are indicative of the direction and masnitude of the instantaneous ion velocitv. The

Fig. 2. Horizontal ion drift velocity vectorsfrom AE-C orbit13254:
See
AE-C

Fig.-l for details
; Ion drift velocltlcs; Day

INVLAT V MLT

76163

; Orbit

13254

I

Southern hcmisphere

at the bottom right of Fig. l. The dashed lines represent the
most reasonable convective trajectories and have been drawn by eye with
some attempt to conserve horizontal rnagnetic flux. While the data reveal one
convective cell, it is not unreasonable to expect a second cell on the morningside. The data are therefore consistent with the expected flow pattern. However, at about A:75" and 20:00 h MLT the flow insidethe polar cap is not
directed exactly antisunward, but rather it is directed away from the pole with
a small component parallel to the noon-midnight plane and directed towards
inidnight. The arrow marks the boundary between flow components that are
sunward and antisunward. It should also be noted that the noon-midnight meridian does not mark a line of symmetry in the convection pattern. This may
be due to lack of symmetry altogether or to the fact that the line of symmetry
has been rotated towards later local times.
Figure 2 shows the horizontal ion velocity vector observed by AE-C on
the southern hemisphere pass of orbit 13254, While the location in invariant
latitude and magnetic time is very similar to that shown in Fig. 1, the conscale is shown

t9

by ttre dashed lines is very different. Ihe variability ol the observed ion velocity in tlre 20:00 to 21 :00 h MLT sector is
due to the passage of the satellite along the poleward edge of the auroral
zoue. This boundary is shown by the heavy solid line in Figi. I and 2, and is
Ve_ctive signatirre fepresented

also representative of the polar cap boundary. These data are f dranatic example

of flow in the polar cap which is not antisunr,.rard but eastwarcl in most of
the 18:00 to 24:00 h MLT region, The difference between the florv geometries in Figs. 1 and 2 is most clearly seen at 20 :00 h MLT, where the flow
in ftig. I is directed away from the pole and that in Fig. 2 is directed towards
the pola" similarly, at local midnight the flow in Fig. 1 is directed antisunward rnhile in Fig. 2 it is eastward.
lmplications

for the

F:region

The different F-region plasma distributions that might result from these two
convection patterns may be appreciated by considering, in the two cases, the
history of the plasma at 23:00 h and ,1:73o just before it enters the auroral zone. In Fig. 2 it would seem most likely that this plasnra will rnove parallel to the polar cap boundary in the auroral zone.lt will enter the polar cap near
19 : 00 h MLT and then move towards midnight parallel to the polar cap boundary.
It re-enters the auroral zone at about 23:00h MLT. The plasnra onsuch a trajectory is therefore never subject to the solar ultraviolet ionization. A time of
about two houis may be estirnated for the complete convective path, at least
iralf of which is .spent under the influence of energetic particle ionization. In
Fig. i the plasma will again move parallel to the polar cap bourdary in the
auroral zone but will enter the polar cap at some magnetic local time near
09:00 h. it ihen moves antisunward in the polar cap before re-entering the
auroral zone at about 23:00 h MLT. A time of about four hours rnav be estimated for such a convective path and the plasma will experience both the
solar ultra-violet ionizatiorr source and the casp and night time auroral zone
particle sources. It should not be surprising that under identical auroral zone
conditions ovir an order of magnitude, difference in observed total ion concentration may be expected at 23:00 h MLT just beiore the plasma enters the
auroral zone. It has been assumecl here that the ion velocity in the polar cap
is uniiorm. There are even greater consequences to the F-region plasrna distribution ii the convection pattern of Fig. 2 represents a redistribution of the
polar cap electric potential so that the plasma flows rapidly parallel to the
polar cap boundary at the expense of very slow plasma flow in the middle of
the polar cap. T'hen the plasma in Fig. I that convects through the dayside
casp may reach ,4:B0o at midnight about I h later. However, the same plasma
flowing according io Fig. 2 may take many hours to reach the same location,
n:ay differ by 2 or 3 orders of mag.
onvection on plasma in the polar cap
subtle changes to ihe convection.pati

;. :n f ' h'frx, *:'io li'ilr i,,T' Jf ?"Tl
dicts the existence of a llow stagnation point at 18:00 h MLT and h6out
A:63". Unfortunately, such a location for the stagnation poini cannot successexplain the observed characteristics of the mid-latitude F-region trough.
Illly
Howevet, it has beeir shown [11] that a convectiorr pattern similar to that-in
,
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Yg..Z can move the stagnation point to magnetrc local times as late as 23:00 h.
Under these conditions theoretichl rrrodels ale in a position to reproduce many
ol the mid-latitude troush characteristics.
Implications for the Magnetosphere
The existence of field aligned currents and large field aligned potential ditferences [12, 13] makes the assumption that electric equipotential ruagnetic field
lines extend ffom the ionosphere: to thr magnetosphere' extremely "dangerous.
It would also suggest that the mapping ot oiserved F+egion electric po-tential
-it
distributions into the magnetosphere is of dubious value. However, if
is assumed that the ilow coniiguration near the F-region polar cap boundary is at
least qualitatively similar to tlie flow near the corresponding boundary in the
1t_agnetosphere, then the F-region observations may become extremely useful.
Whether this correspouding boundary lies at the magnetopause or iirside the
magnetosphere depends on the nature of the interhction of the magnetospliere
with the solar winrl, The flow configuration of Fig. I suggests thaf there is a
substantial flow across the polar cap boundary throughout ttre rrightside. This
may imply that in an open magnetosphere a region of reconnection extends
across a substantial portlon of the magnetotail, Alternatively, it may indicate
that the "viscous interaction" associated with a close magnetosphere gradually
weakens as the plasma moves down the tail. Figure 2 would suggest that in
an open magnetosphere a region of reconnection in the tail occupies only a
small region near local midnight and that all the antisunward convecting plasma
converges towards this point under the influence oi the solar wind electric
field. Alternatively it may suggest that the degree of "viscous interaction', in a
closed magnetosphere is very strong and that the boundary layer flow extends
well down tbe tail. It should be pointed out that the existence oI a boundary
layer flow and an open magnetosphere are not mutually exclusive. The situations described here represent the classical extremes of open and closed magnetospheres.

A quantitative description of the F-region plasma distribution depends not
only on the convective motion of the plasma but also on the details
of the ditferent sources and sinks of ionization that are encountered
during the convective motion. It is therefore important to establish the rela-

llgnship between particle precipitation zones and plasma convection patterns.
While it has been shown that very different convection signatures can be obsetved, there is no evidence offered for the stability of theie patterns on time
scales of the few hours required for their completion. It may be confidently
expected that the convection patterns depend on substorm aciivity and other
solar and interplanetary magnetic parameters which change on time scales of

t

hour.

The construction of a model convection pattern which may represent the
flow characteristics under given solar and magnetic conditions is oi
great importance to successful modeliing of the high latitude F-region.
The understanding of high-latitude F-region convection will not sfreO light
directly on the nature of the interaction between the magnetosphere and the solar
wind. However, the behaviour of this convection and its relationship to the field
aligned current_ distribution and energetic particle precipitation zones may help
to assess the relevance oi such data to magnetospheric processes, In particulai,
the behaviour of the F-region plasma flow near the polar cap boundary as a
observed

ZI

function of substorm activity and changes in other solar and magnetic parameters may well be indicative of the variability of the magnetosphere-solar
wind interaction. The needed in situ lneasurements of the magnetosphere and
solar wind are, or soon will be, undertaken. Sinrultaneous measurernents of
electric fields, plasna motion, field aligned currents and energetic particles in
the ionosphere will be undertaken by the Dynamics Explorer Satellites and by
Intercosmos satellite payloads, The data from these satellites will prove valuable to the advance in understanding oI the dynamics of the high-latitude
ionosptrere.
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KoHeeKuHq IIJIagMbI B BblcoKotilI4porHol4 F-o6nacru

P. A. Xntuc
(Pesrctte)
I4euepeuua cKopocrr.r noHoB

B

BbrcoKollluporuori F-o6.nacrz [oI(aBbIBaIor, qro

KoHBeKrIrrq Mo)r{er lrMerb AoBonbHo pasHylo ron$r.rrypaur,rrc. I-fpn [3MeHeHIII4 KoHSurypauuvt KoHBeKrIHlr MoxHo oxuAarb B .u,aHHoM Mecre pasHHIIbI B LIoHHoIi

KOHrIeHTparIilfl Ha HecKoJrbr{o [opgAI{oB. )ru H3MeHeHv.fl, BeposTHo, EBJIflIOTCS
pesyJrbraroM pa3Hoti creneH[ B3aI,IMoAeIlCrBHfl MeXAy MarHl4TocrpepOti H COJIHCqHbIM BETDOM.
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Delta-Modulation Digital Processing
of Videoinformation
D, N. Mishea, P: V. Petroa
The differential method of analog signal one-bit .coding - the delta-modulation
is largely acknowledged as a means ol economical digital coding in
ilata transmislion ttrrough a iommunication channel. The advantages and the
shortcomings of the method in this respect are widely known LI.,2:31. Recently
certain reliibility consolidation of the delta-modulation as a method of informa'
tional coding has been noted [4] and first attempts ut p/Vl _digit_al process.ing
have been made [5, 6, 7, B] but they were more of an incidental rather than
systematic
" On thenature.
other hand, because of the lower rate of the DM binary digital
stream compared to the normal or logarithmic PCNI at adequately satisfiable
oise ratio SNR) and oI the consiquality of coding
red to other coding -methods (for
derabiy simplifiefi
method as particularly favourable
instance DPCM),
for videoinformati
a.systematic overview of the DM
paper is. to pr
ocessing in general and to consider some specific prgs coding type. As far as the authors are informed, this
oI that kind.

(DM)

l.

Differential Calculations and Delta-Modulation

The diflerential algorithms with
ficant portion of the contempor
machines (both in step and oper
While the differential calcu
that the ' DM is a natural basis for appl
we can find analogY b
For instance,-and
the synchronous-DM or between the diflerential calculus of
uniform set
nonuniform interpolation sets and some speqific types of asynchronous DM. The
linear synchronous DM represents the input sigqql only by constant finite
th-ere are varieties (adaptive andf ot. asynchronous)
dif{erentes [1] although
-difierences are, distinguished between themselves. The
10],
these
wherd
[9,
23

inear DM does uot represent the input signal itself through the fjnite diffeof the lst order but rather its linear interpolation (with splines of the
lst order, therefore the macrointerpolation, as far as they interpolate among
themselves in certain cases, is of "zero" order), and the accuracy is provided
on accouttt of the increased clock frequency (ir e. increased number of interpo.
lation blocks).
Let us consider a fLrnction of a variable deterrnined over a discrete set
of equidistant points, i. e.
rences

{f olf n:f@o t- kh), 1L:consi}n1ut
x : {x n I x,,- xof' kh, h: const}1, 6 aa.

(1.1)
(1.2)
.(

M:

1.3)

{mliml

(

No},

No: t0, r, 2, . . . },

where 214 is the index set of the interpolation set.The differential operator
be determined [11] as

can

lf (x,):f(xt-t h)--f(x): l'+r-f ,.

(1.4)

The differential operator contribution to the various arithrnetic processes is of
particular importance to the further examination of the relationship between

the signal digital processing and the delta-rnodulation processing system. This
operator is linear []. Its effect on products of two functions, for instance, can
be represented by

(1.5)

!i:ViVi

a V i rTv i : E ; ltp 1 { ry ylcp i -l /,p i zly i.
The operator for the z-th derivative can be represenied as (1.6) [2, l3]
based on the differentlal Table for uniform interpolation set and sufficiently
differentiable function
(1.6)

tl y,

:

zllq ;tp ;1 :

ffi:l+h

V iat ltp i

g a zrfl]'

:;,?r-i

z'y*Ja tay -

. .)'

xt( X.
Then for the first derivative
(t,7)

it

vields

!',*f,

zY,

as approximation for functions with 'finite spectrum
interpolation set or
(1.8)

at sufficiently

populated

+M>4,

where fi// is the cardinai number of the index set and A depends on the
spectrum type, i, e. condition (1.8) is equivalent to suificiently large clockfrequency in the DM processing system

(1.9)
f "2f o,
is
/" the clock-frequency of the DM system.

where

Tlrere are other types of numerical differentialion |21, appropriate to the
given case,
At functions of two arguments z:f (x,y), which represent the natural
generalization of differeni picture types, we can define by analogy (1.4) a linear
differential gge-1at91 l.l2,l4l..Referring.to the latter, the interesting processing
cases, e, g. (1.5), (1.7), ean be generalized as well,
24

The prediction process in delta-modulation models another approxinrative
curve with sp.line functions of the respective order, following the main process
in the discretization points

(-c'-)ti--r)' ei ({-l' 1}
k, k-=const,
is valid for the linear DM, where dft is the delta-transfornration of the analog
signal, x(t) by the DM coder with A-step and duty cycle intervt ,:!; )tt is
the approximated signal respective value c,:c(t) and z, js the delta-nirjdulator
output jump, normalized to the step, prior to encoding jnto a binary code. The
approximating process yi can be represented as resulting lrom the two corresponding sequences of the diiterential table for !1, and the specific feature of
the Table is the fixed value of the iirst difference.
The diiferences available in the difterential tables ior the input signal and
the approxirnation would result mainly frorn the distortions within the coding
process, l'. e. from tlte quantizing noise and frorn the slope overload noise. If we
average within a given finite interval T:nt by the dependence

(1.10)

a,:t1".!-t:tig:
'- l!i:!i_l*zi-r,

mn

(

l.r

l)

lyilL: ynt+t-lnr -- k

Z

zt,

i=(m-l)ntl

i. e. if we build up the first two columns of the differential table over the
depopulated interpolation set

xm:xf,

where the dependence
4* vL

(r.r2)

#*X':#

is valid, then between the cardinal numbers of the index sets there is a certain approximation of the two tables in the case of optinral signal quarrlization
c (l) (with respect to the signal.to-noise ratio
SNR), Otherwise, the approximation differentiational table would appear in- a rather tough fornr, compared
to the input signal table.
By aualogy, in other DM types there is an interrelation between the output sequence of the DM coder variations
(1.13)
zd,:{z;}iaN
and the differential table of the input signal, respectively.

2. Delta-Modulation

Operations

If

we satisfy the familiar requirements [5] for an optimal DM coder, we rnay
iot an accurate digital representation of xf by anrplitude.
The delta-transfonnation of the input signal c (t) can be represented asa
binary sequence

consider xqi

(2.1)

d,:{B}iqu. B({0, l},

where N is the index set.
II f(A, u(t) and a(t) are the actual input signals, represented by time
f uncligns with a finite spectrum, and ttleir DM transfolmations are d (/), 6 (u)
25

and d (o) and the operatien Fq.:U7."V7 is effected, the processing could be
subdivided into three classes depenciing on the result type.
a) the output gives the finite differences, zlFo,:F!-r-po, in digital form
coded into the respective biuary code.
In that case the process can be represented as an ontput of a differential
coder with a pulse-code modulation (DPCM) which Encodes the respective
resulting signal, composed by the DM approximations ot signals and u(t)
and a (t)

(2.2)

tlF!:e

(du, 6o, ,r);

b) the output is represented in DM type B!:v (B':, Bi x), where B!, B,l, Boi
are respectively the l-th binary symbols from the corresponding sequences, i. e.

(2.3)

6f

:rp

(61t,6o,

t);

c) the result is represented as a DM approximation Fo, before or after
LF-filtering, decoded respectively, i. e. both result processing and decoding
are eflected

(2.4)

FI:

x(6u,6v,+).

Both cases (a) and (b) pern:it uniquely the direct digital representation of
the signal in the respective system code (by accumulation of Fg tuotn (2,2)
and (2.3)). Case (c) is valid when the transformation 1 is invariant with respect
to the binary sequences 6u, 6o or to their resultant and the operation ,r, is
mostly realized by variations of the DM decoder parameters.

3. Spatial Invariant Transformations of Pictures
The picture I:B(x,y) can always be represented through a screen scan-

ning system as a function
evolved functions f*(t),
(3.1)

of

fi (4
Ur

is the output signal of the

:

one argument B(t):Blx(t),y(t)l through the
[16, 17, l8], where
U lB(t)l: U {Blx(t), y(t)l}

screen system,

Let transformation d:(Ut be effected by the DM decoder (1.10). It will
transform the continuous signal of the evolving system u(t) into the binary
sequence da
(3.2)

6! : u@ -> 6u(i).

Therefore, the picture / is transformed into the sequence da, through the composition of the screen system and the DM coder (Fig. l). When decoding the
3u by appropriate decoder (6:')-, the signal Ut(t) could be obtained which
corresponds to the picture ^1'. Thus the spatial invariant operations concerning
contrast variations, inversion, peculiarity outlining, and quantization [20] can
be readily effected.
,
We call spatial invariant operations those which accept translation i. e.
when the operational composition over the picture E and the translation To1
are commutative [9],
If the operation e is such that qlf(x,y)] depends uniquely on f (x,_y), i.e.
there exists an xU) such that
(3.3)
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q[f(x,y)l:xlf6,9]-x(f ), vf (p, v(x,,v)(s

is valid, where g; is the picture set within which the operation cp is realized in
the definition region of S, then I woLrld be the by-element operation for the
picture I. lf 7 is linear and of the type

x:x(f ):P.fr

(3.4)

l.

Picture I is transformed into the sequence da

Fig.

Fig, 2. Spatial iovariant trrnrfor*ution of pictrrre

b5r

the composition(3.5)

t could be easily efiected by the composition between the direct and reverse

DM transformations.

,

-b,
^h..-1
d;'o (d;')

(3.5)

accorqhg to the scheme

*L uulL

(3.6)

u,,V'Il

u,r18,,.

The new signal U'(t) amplitude will attain the value
(3,7)

'

Ar: Ao*:

AoP'

Obviously picture.l is transformed into I (3'6), where q:l'-+l' and ,plf(x, y)l
:x(fi@,!)):kJt as iar as the picture l geornetry is not deformed, p is the
spatial invariant and actually

Vf (q,, v@, y)( S, Tor,kp(f)l:T"tlkf il:kf i(x-a, !-b):k(7.,0(f ))
:elTop(/)] :l'f a,t, o e : E o To,u.'
(3.8)
Figrrre 2 shows the cases p>l, p<I. Under operation we understand precisely
thJ
composition (3.5), i. e. the realization of the linear by'element ope.ra, . t;,', tioris di the type 1 by DM is adequate to the signal coding
of the evolving system U(t) by the point df in the plane
J ^_, I
of the linear DM- transformations and its reconstruction at
U(t)f5 U'111 point df' from the same plane [20].
Tbis type oi piocessing is of the class (2.4) because the output DM sequence Oa id invariant with respect to the operation. !y analogY, there .could
be realized operations of contrasting over determined levels, oullining of specifics and others [20] by appropriale restrictions over E of the by-element
operations,

,
.

[f

[ir, r\i/l'"

N

Fig. 3. Block-diagranr of that particular elenrent whiclr
the spatial inrrariant by element operations

applies

of the

above-mentioned types

..Figure 3 q!owq the block-scherne of tbal particular instruruent which
applies the spatia.l invariant by element operations of the above-mentioned

types.

4.

Scale Transformations*'

A single representation of the signal U(t) (3.2) is rcalized by the transformation 6l (3.2), which is invariant wiih respect to the scales oi the two coordinates of the signal and to the coordinates of the picture itself, respectively, since
it is adequately represented by the screen system. In contrast to (3.5), here
the composition will be
lHr
(4.1)

al,

o 1ti!,1-l

because the scale transfornratiors over picture I are attached to it by U(l) of
the screen.system. It is clear that all si-milar (purely scalar) operationi witi n.
represented.in the.plane of the DM transform-ation-s [zt] by Segments parallel
to the abscissal axis oz. The dependence between ini cboed and decoded
signal in that case will be

u,(t):, (r 1),
i. e. in fact we have "extension" (,'compression',)
U,(t) or the
Iinear picture scale- variation takes'place because'
ttie temporal
axis
system
by
signal
tim_lI
I, poral de
l) evolve fr
ioni, accordI
f ing to
theorem of the Fourier transformation
,!,,,a,a-t,,1,,,,
tt\c)+L/:\r)
and the
trum becomes
(4,2)

(4.3)

S'(or):Jz
xt Sf]l .o'l,
\r2

I

1.

e' the signal spectrum components {a4}isw will transform into
{o,,f,},r*,
and the period of the transiormed signal U,(t):U,(t:-?f,) will be Tt:kT
\zrl
* By scale_ transformations over 1 we understand here the transformations
of the linear
.
scale towards the rapid scannigg of
the sereen system, for instaflce for the sweep /",
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t

t
Fig. 4. Scale transfornration

The new signal U'(t).will be received at the DM decoder with the same sNR
as in possible reconstruction of U(t) in the same coding point of the df, signal,
i. e. both direct and reverse DM transformations are equally optimal with
respect to the sNR. Indeed, the iamiliar formula [1] for the sNR,u*-yields
SNR,nu*:

(4.4)

c . f1t2

.*,

Io.Iiiwhere f, .1lt !s--Lhe DM clock frequency, /,,, is the boundary lrequency
of the
-trequlncy
lowpass filter LPF permeability into the_Dll coder, and fo i-s the
of
-frethe processed harmonic signal, i. e. SNR is invariant with respect to the
quency region defornation equal ior both the decoder and the signal..
Figure '4 shows the two possible cases, oi temporal scale changes of u(r)
at q:2Sl "extension" and q{7 ,,cctmpression',. Because of the screen system
the picture would change geometrically along the same axis proportionalto q or
lf(x, y)):f (qx, y): q(f).
. . pPerations -of - tlg., (4.5) ar.e. intercommutant at certain conditions
which significantly facilitates repetitive processing.
(4.5)

d,, o du'

5. Applicatioir of

[21],

Some Arithmetic Operations

5.1. Addition

The operation can be represented
(5.1)

Ff

as

:Uf

1-V7.

with the differential operator effect in the arithmetic operations
the addition in this case could be represented by z6u and z6zt

By ggafogy

point

1,

ill]

(5.2)

/F1:77a27.

It
(5.3)

can be proved that

ln({-2,0,21
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is valid [22] and the process is of the (2.2) type. When representing
DPCM output z1F by symbol, we can trace the correspondence

the

++

10,

VF,): 01,

(5,4)

00,

B;1a:{B,l B}',A Bi -1}
E,Ep:1E,tBi +Bi|
RlEy:{B1l B',!V Bi\

Expression (3.8) yields the dependence

at synchronous binary sequences 6n and
linear DM with equal parameters. The reesta6lishing of the
actual values could be effected through integration, i, e.

dz obtained by

a_

F,-

(5.5)

Z

j=0

,rj> 2@l+Zfl.
j=0

The logical. scheme through rhj+ (5.2) is transformed into (5.a) is shown in
Fig. 5 as the integration over (5.5) can be effected by reversiie iounter shown
with dashed line (the amplitudinal recovery in the differential methods is reduced alwayg to integration and therefore this counter is typical for any similar operation).
In general the addition of n-variables could be effected aiso by the corresponding DM transformations [22] and into the three possible iypes (2.2),

-

(2.3) and (2.4), respectively.

It

can be shown that the subtraction reduces to logic inversion cornposisequence and addition [22] (Fig. 6).

tion of one

5.2. Maltiplication

Let us assume necessary to perform operation

Fi:UiVr

(5.6)

If the differential operator affects this expression
and the finite difference (1.5) is formed when replacing
the corresponding differences with the DM jumps z,\
afid z',, we can obtain
(5.7)

ttFi:

zy

)-0 z,i1- zi i:0
) z', I z? zi

j

at the input signal. Expression (5.7) yields the digital
jump when a product of ihe respective DM trarsformations
6u and 6o is formed with equal pararueters 't and h.
In integrating the diiferences we can obtain ihe product
Fjg. 5. Addition ol
itseli.
2- vari ab les
The adding procedure does not express clearly the
advantages of any of the tbree representatiors of the
output signal (2,2), (2.3) and (2.4). The multiplication
procedure will yield a very cornplicated solving rule (5.7) al output of the
(2.3) type [22], and the algorithmic noise of the operation will be significant. This noise can be distributed aS additional into both categories of DM
noise-from quantization Noand from slopeoverload Nr. The output realization
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(2.4) is impossible because of changes in the invaiiance condition (point 2.c).A
block-scheme ol the (2.2) type is shown in Fig. 7.
The reversive counters RC U and RC 7 integrate the corresponding binary
sequences 6u and dz. The multipliers with values A/X t in fact dete rrnine only the

i

..t"

I

t

J
r)

i:

dv

(rv
AT:

I .-, 1--, ,.-l ,-.' I
,t*tl--r-r-l0 0 2 D a 2 0 2 -:t 0 2 c -2 0 2 "2 -2

Fig. 6, Subtraction

2

rectuces

to loglc

-z-2 2-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t

inversion composition
,'t. -

of

one sequence

in

addition

|

Fig. 7. Block-diagram ol the multiplication, (2.2)

tYPe

sigl oI the result yielded Uy th9. counters when add.ing that to the accumulating
ad'der. When the annulaiion of the accumulating adder is effected at each duty
cycle, lFi will be obtained at i1s outpu!. i1 tne op_posite case F/ could be
atcumulaied in the same adder. The multiplier of value 1 X 1 determines the
er of the adder. Figure 8 shows the
e signals of the binary sequences and

reat number of operations which are
he spectrozonal scan videoinformation
or Instance, ln a slmllar way we can
31

presdnt the Riemann and Stilte's integrals [23j and some integral transformations as well, The contouring of some specific features could be effected also
by this technique, once by the respective DM analogies to (1.7) [24] in dif ferent directions [25, 28, 27] and also when realizing some gradient operators

Fi*U.,Vi

Fig, 8. The resrrlt approximations
signals of the binarY sequences

of the

respective

by DM, for instance [26,29, 27]. Simultaneously we can measure some parameters oI the subjects, such as surtace [30]. .
Particularly interesting for these aims is the determination of unifotm
subjects (with iespect to the spectrum) from the multispectral scan videoinformation. One of the principal requirements for such a procedure is the real time
mode of the reproductive system, The DM processing .system separa,tes ihe
uniform videoiniormafional tiles by recording the alternative series of the output binary sequetlce 6u l27l for edch spectral channel.
32

By
chords

between the unions of the rdifferent
,jh:^l"Fi.ll_inter,qection
In
eacn cnannel

(5.8)

:

(!u,,')n(/uj")n:.: ; n (uulN):u

subject

,

we obtain the homogeneous subjec,i u, rep:resented in the screen. system ny
ine
respective restrictions of the videosigr:als in each channel u!'i. By such
separa.
ti.on of.,homogeneities it is possible to effect various'typJ., ot'regulBrization

to a dilferent

exteni.

.,

',

,,

.

'- r '-'

6. Possibilities of Instrumental progrqmnring jn Different Modes
Wheil designing
employs_a single

a-

for

videoinformutionut processing which

DM-TV-instrument
.orocessing system, it is of particuiar

nimize the instrumentai part.

importanc?

t;

mi-

The introduction of _instrumental programming is of specific advantage
it provides for the use of a universal rn6dule in effecting a large
number.and types of operations. '

because

P

liS',f,,fnp
pfocessor'-

processing

roq ram

ib

by fhe micto-

Fjg. 10. The microprocesgdr is used as a cgn\roller

, With the introduction of large integral,sch
possibilities to univershlize the instruniental pa
g,enerations oi: microproceEsors are particularly
ces, especially in analog signal processing [31].
3 Kocunqecxlr zscle4eaxra, xn.3

'

requirements on the design of such instruments and we can dividc
them into two groups:
a) instruments where most of the processing is effected by the microprocessor sequences (Fig. 9) i
b) instrumentd wtreie the microprocessor is used only as a controller
(Fig.
l0).
' - The
instruments in Fig. 9 can be successiully applied in cases when .the
digital streams under procJssing do not exceed signiiicantly their permeability,
i. i. these could be fast and high'speed bipolar microprocessors.
Inversely, the version in Fig. 10. does not require fast operalion.oi the
processor, because ii commutates the instrumental part when realizing the va'
, iious operations. The realization itself should be fast.

its specific
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Atmospheric Spectral Transparency Analysis
with Account of the Chemical Atmospheric
Composition of the Friction Layer
D. N. Miskeu, V.

Jepa-Petroua,

I. Lanzoa

Observations on direct solar radiation within the visible and the near
infra-red langes make it possible to obtain series of quantities which characterize the atmospheric transparency in given spectral zones, The juxtaposition
of the actual atmospheric response with the ideal optic atmospheric properties
(pute and dry atmosphere) together with the chemical analysis oI the air in
the friction layer could result in some conclusion on the atmospheric aerozol
component [1,2].

Taking all that into consideration, the direct solar radiatiou was observed
and the aerozols of the friction layer were chemically analysed on October 23,
1977 at the reference area (Belozem) of the Plovdiv research field with ,,Radiometer Metrologie" 60-530, equipped with Karl-Zeiss Jena filters. The filters are consistent with the spectral intervals within which the pay.load is
operating.

Table

I

shows the main specifics

oi the filters we used. As the spectrum

of the direct solar radiatiott is taken at

separate discrete points,

it is

assumed

that the solar radiation varies within a linear regularity between two adjacent

points.

In the most generalized case, the total solar energy flux, falling to the
earth surface Io(),) can be represented as a sum

(1)

IoQ)==I(1)+l"RQ")+toM()'),

where (1) is the flux intensity attenuated by the atmospheric layer, 10R(,1), /on(,l)
are the intensities of the Reileigh scattered and Mie scattered radiations, respectively.
Upon direct solar radiation observations we assurne that the extinction of
the solar radiatiotr when passing through the atmosphere follows Bouguer's
law, which is valid for a given meteor:logical situation : clear and stable weather with visibility distance-.90>20km, i. e.

(2)

/o(1)=-511;

. e-EnL

-

S()') . P'n(zt(l),

where S(f) is the solar spectral irradiance curve, P(,1) is the transparency
spectral function, m(z) is the atnrospheric mass and r is the optical atmos-

Table

I
PrincipaL Data on the Filters tl*ed
No. of thc tllter

2,1nap

(rm)

in

Cround-Based Obseraations of Direct Solar Radiation

i

I

i

461

2
3
4
5

480
492
500
523
538

6
7
8
9

648
659

8.5

bv/
602

u

619

t2

J.t

l4
l5
l6

672
680

17
18
19

708

20

729
768

'

."/"

1.01

1A

.03
.02

l8

701

8

E00

7.0

22
23

ot

894
930
975

11

n2

44

.015

I

25

1055

15

9.0

.0r

IB

.0

15

0.98

'1.)

n07

22
23
44
26

0.98

l0

t2

.035
.036
.04

40

21
21

2l

coerttcient rt {21

ooo

22

10

,"n,o,o*'",ouur"

21
IB

7.0
7.5
8.5
4.5

|
I

2l

6T

628

574

|

7.5
5.0
6.5
5.0
4.0
4.5
t.D
8.0
6.0
5.5
8.0

550

10

.,.(n'nt
. T-

z 'r

I.0r
1.06

Lt1
1.1

1.02

20
30
24
20

1.08
1.06
1.04
1.07
1.0

t7

0.83

pheric thickness. Those were the conditions on Oct. 23, 1977 at the reference
area of Belozem.
We assume that the transparency function can be represented as a product of different multiplicands characterizing the transparency function of the
different atmospherlc substances. Such assuniption could be true if the whole
atmosphere were considered to be cornposed ot I layers, taking into account
the ammount of attenuated components, and the variation of their optical properties with the height [1].
Accordingly, expression (2) can be repfesented

Io(i):s(r)

(3)

-r-T

|

i-1

where

I is the number of

as

fP;(l,

m),

atmospheric layers with determined optical pro-

nerties.

Within the considered spectral range (460-1,060nm) such basic components could be ozone, water vapours, aefozol particles. As a result expression (3) rvill become

(4)

m1:51tr) .Pra(A, m) . PH,s(),, n) .Pn(A, m) ' PoQ", m).
Figure 1 shows the standard curve of spectral irradiance S(,1) from []],
the spectral sequence of the solar radiation to the Earth surface in case of
Rayleigh scattering and the variation range of the recorded direct solar fadiation to the 'Earth surface /ls(),):Is,no.(,tr)-/0,.r^(,1)for Oct. 23, 1977 from
10: ?4h to 14; 50h. Figure l shows that the Rayleigh scatter contributes
IoQ',

6u0

90c

1000

ll00 lnn

Fig. 1. Sotar radiation spectral run.; S(l)' standard curve
of'spectralirradiance; Iop(i) speciral iurve in case. of Ray-leigh
scatier. 16n;n, Io^,^*'J m'iilfmht and ntaximal values of the
recorded iritir rdiiiaiion on oct. 23,1977

\l

Fig. ?. Transpartincy' speitral
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of Some Elements in Ae'
Frictiort LaYer (Pglmt),
t Belozem, Plovdia Dis'

trict, in Nouember 1977

Table
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so?-

6,04
4.85
6.40
4.40

t,97

2.5

3.38
2.23
4.63

2.4

3

Resulis from Neutrott'Actioation Analysis of the Content
mosphc;ic Friction Layer

1

2
J

4
tr

6
,7

8

I

l0

ll

l2

4430
4430
4430
4430
4430
4430
4430
4430
4430
4430
4430
1430

AI

2.0
2.8

ol Sone Mictoelements in lhe At-

l6x l0-3
l0-3
6'8ox to-o
6.32x l0-3
3'16 x to-t
3.40 X l0-4

14

3.

Fe
Cu

l0

2.26X

Mn

28
14

Na
Co

Mg
Ti
ll

Sm
Su

Rb
Ce

3

15

az0,I

-2'ooxlo-u
1.69X10-3

n(
t.J
0.09
0.09

2.00 X

t0-5

p0.1

2'oox 10- u
2.00X10-5

ryO.1

2.00X10*5

17.85
12.76

3.84
35.70
17.85

l.90
0.1i
9.5
0.11

0.ll
0.11
0.11

signiiicantly to the solar radiative attenuation within the spectral interval of
460-600 nm.

The simultaneous spectral studies and
aerosols provide description of the a
spectrum.
'

The concentration of chlorides' nit
matter were derived from the aerosol
It was determined that the organic
centration of iron in the ak is 12.8o/o,
respect to the other elements after

ith
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Mn, Na and AI. The high concentr
capacity of the aerosoli within the
is due mainly to the hematite and

ric aerosols, small variations in their
in significant changes of flre atmosss variations, depending on the atmo5_
(5)

Fig. 3, Optical thickness variatign r irl
, the atmospheric masc on
,Qct. 23, 1977
Figure 4 shows the atmospheric transparency variations on Oct. 23, 1977
in determined wavelengths during daytime. The transparency increase, about
noon With,.the wavelength augr-qentatiAn is clearly to be Seen,
{eqeqd^enc_e_on

l
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Based on results from deterrnined
conditions anct season,
it. is recommended to photograph ttre meteorological
particutar- reseaich ti.tO about noon

(12:30h) when the opti'cal oe"ptti is rniniinal and the transJar.n.v is
1.0

nraximal

1= 89\

no

0.7
0.5

Fig. 4, Atmospheric transparency variatioti on

23.

Oct.

1977

The resr:lts obtained show that the chemical analysis of the air in the
{riction layer which contributes essentially to the solar radiative attenuation,
together with the optical observations on direct solar radiation, provide explanation for some spectral intervals of radiative absorption due mainly to
the aerosol component in the friction layer.
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xHMHqecKofo cocTaBa aTMocoepbr B npt{3eMHoM Bo3AytrrHoM caoe
AHanns cneKTpaJrbHorZ npo3par{Hocrh arMoc4repbr

I n. Muwer, B. ,nacena.[fempoaa,

I.l.

Jlarusoa

(Pesrcue)

B pa'5ore floKagaHbr pegynbrarbr gKcnepaMeHra.rlrnuf ucc.[eAosaHr.rft ctIeK,
rpanluoft npo3paquocru arruocQepsl. llonyvenHbre peoynbrarbr [pnBs3aabr K xr.rMAqecKoMy cocraBy aruocQepu B npr{3eMHoM Bo3.[yl.rrHoM cJroe, f]oxasaHH
cl]eKrpaJrbHhre r{nrepBaJrbr rrofJrotqeHHfl coJrHeunofi pa4naqzu aruocsepHhrMfi ragailijd H,aepoaoneM 'B BHAr,rMoM n 6auxueu nn@par<pacnoM
Ar,ra[a3oHe.
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On the lnterrelation Between Seismisity
and Fault Structures Identified
by Space Image Interpretation
H. Spiridonou, E. Grigoroaa
Recent years are remarkable with the abundance of aerospace informatiott
in the iield of geological and geomorphological research. Many papers together

with the acquired

observational experience confirm the understanding that

a space picture could contribute to reveal some features of the deep earth crust
structure. Some of the authors considet possible to determine series oi buried
structures from the platform fundament, as well as fault structures uplifting
to Konradt and Mochorovichich surfaces [1, 6-8, and many others]. Multiple
deep crust structure elements are usually determined upon others of a stnaller
scale, which relates to the large picture generalization of the Earth as a whole,
or of separate sectors from it. This paper compares seisrnicity and fault structures idCntified by space image interpretation in scale 1:1,000,000. Most suitable for the puipose proved to be the Upper Tracian lowland and the Tundja
hilly region, both known as highly seismically active regions in the Southern
of Bulgaria [3, 5].
-parts The
American space photograpbs (ERTS-l) were used for that inter'
pretation and their resolution is 90-100 m. The pictures are taken at 900 km
height on Nov. 17, 1972, Images with wavelengths of 0.6 - 0.7 p'm and of
0.8:1.1 pm, i. e. in the orange.red and near infrared range of the electro-

ma
we
of

plctures

scheme

pression'

Bulgaria,
This is the largest complex graben str
160 kn long, oriented in West-Eastern direction and up to 45 km wide from
North to South. The Upper Tracian depression is a typical intermontaneous
depression, formed between the intensively uplifting Rhodopean Massif and the
Sredna Gora range. It is filled with upper PEleogenic and Neogene-Quaternary
deposits. The Upper Paleogene is characterizEd by Preabone and Oligocene sedirirents and voicanic rocks up to 3,000 m thick. These are mainly conglomerates, sandstones, argillites, Iimestones, andeSite tuffs and andesites. During
the Neogene and Quaternary epoehs, the depression considerably reduced in
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size, as three additi
graben, the ChirPan

f

iounser deposits is
6to.ti by adjacent

Z,A'

e

oooo

Q:

Fig. 1. Interrelations between faults identified by space pictutes and earthquake epicentres in
ttr6 Maritsa and Tundja seismic zones

1,,,n

*ttlti-f"y?'J,,;rt"lfy"*"1il,,,ff""., 'fa"

j["j"i:

1-3,

;gsnt"j

3

earthquake eDicentres

s.ri:A':' 6 .-- M = 6.t-z t t- -- ttt>z

he formation of smaller Lrlock structures over that background shows the
complex block structuring oi the whole depression. G.reater portion of .these
pictures and is shown in the tectonic scheme.
ruptires is fixed on the space
'speci-fic
accumulative areas of significant seismic
are
structures
fault
These
be released and results in earthquakes
l).

ol the most seismically active redata, we can trace there eartttquakes
0 and of 7th degree in 1859. Three
1928- on April 14- with intensity of gth
with intensity of 9th degree
on April 18
one

conseouent shocks iollowecl in
degree and magnitude M:6.8;
and lvl:1.0 and on April 25-

with
Figure 2 shows the resultant faults f

-

structured after the shock on
39 km of length which starts from Ch
continues eastward up to Chirpan an
river bed. It starts from Purvomay and
faults were ruptured during the secon
main fault is located at 10 km westwa
Western direction. The total length of
is up to 105 km. The largest depressio
Purvomay at about 3 m and southward
lakovo village (Plovdiv districti

we-re

-

that line we trace an uplift to 04 rn [101. Sorie of the faults structured after
the earthquake in l92B were identiiied on the space pictures as in certain
areas_they ove.rlap .comp
actual structures inig. Zy.
The Tundja seismic
omprises the hillv aref between yambol
and Elhovo along the
s i part of the-Elhovo depression, the
latter being- a young Ne
ary structure, formed transversely to the
fu-ndamental Strandja fault structures. .The sedimentary thl:ckness of that depression is 120 m. The Tundja seismic region is characterized by very frequgnt-.weak earthquakes. In 1909 an earthquake with intensity of " Bth iegree
and M:5.9 was recorded here.
were identified on the space pictures: I .- with
- Three _systems of faults
directjon 100-110o, II
of
about. 35-45' and III
with direction 390340'. The_landscape.method
of interpretation was used- in identifying the space
ph_otographs. The epicentres of the two seismic regions were piotted on the
scheme of identified tault structures (Fig. 3) as well,as their loiation in depth
F l]. An almost complete overlapping ot ftre earthQuake epicentres with the
fault ruptures can be seen on the scher e as the greatest ieismic activitv is
concentrated at the cross-points. The precision in plotting the epicentr.s ou.r
the fault structures is_ -F 5 km, taking into account the spac'e image scale.
Generally the earthquakes in the Maritsa seismic region are concentrated along

lilillr

m,E'ffit;V',

Fig. 2. Scheme of a part of the Maritsa seismic region between plovdiv
and Purvomay

l.- fh^e sunk^part of the Thraclan lowland after the earthquake In April 1928 (more
lhan 3 m); 2 - the uplifted -space
part of the lowland after the earthquak'e wlth 0,4 m :
pictures; 4
on the
- actual raLrlts fbrmect iiiirtng ititj

!;,ftHlJtldentlfled

the Maritsa river flow between Pazafiiik and Purvornay at a distance of
100 km and 40 km width. In the othei seismic region they are concentrated
along the Tundja river flow between Yambol and Elhovo and about the Monastery.uplifts..The vertical profile of the same scheme plots the earthqtrakes
by amplitude, It can be seen that the t arthguake epicenties 6re mostly it the
44

depths oi Konradt boundary or in the granite layer of the earth crust. Oniy
few of them reach the Mocho boundary. The thickness of the earth crust in
the two seisnric regions varies betwen 35 and 42 km. The greatest thickness
of the earth crust is within the limits of the chirpan treshlld. At the same
time, this earth crust block is seismically most active.

o
o-

rl
)o

Fig, 3. Scheme of the identified fanlt structures and the earthqual<e eiricenires, the local depth
belng also given
Above:1-faultsrellablyidetrtifledon the spaceplctures;2-assumcdfaults;3-carthquakeeDiceEtres
,u,ithM) 3;Below:4-3<,M<4;
6-4, 1< tll<5i 6 r 5. 1.<M-<6i 7- 6.1 < lll .< 7

The complex inner block-Iault structuring of the Upper Thracian complex
depression which is confirmed by the geophysical investigation Ia] is refleited

in the earttr surface relief. This relief is mainly observed on the space pictures. Therefore, the summing effect from the tectonic movements of the earth

crust, including the deep layers, would be reflected 'enlightened"in the relief.

of the fault structures identified from the space photographs
with the epicentres of the earthquakes in the Maritsa and Tundja seismic'regions shows that reliable information on the deep earth crust structure could
be obtained. In our case, this inlormation goes as far as the Mochorovichich
The overlap

boundarv.
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Interferential Filters in Spectral Instruments

without Collimation OPtics
K. P. Bakaloaa'
Interferential filters hold an important place among the apparatuses fol spec'
tral measurements. It is knorin by row that their transmission can be described by the iunction [1]

(r)

tQ", o)

:Il:

where

(2)

6(1,

(r

-+

q:T

)'

;* r,*'

nh!cosl'*2,P

is the phase difference between two beams, ole of which has had a double
inn.r rltl..tion more than the other. The following syrnbols have been applied
in these exPressions:
of r.eiraction in the filter;
0'
- angle of
refraction of the intermediate layer oi the filter;
z-ind-ex
thickness of the intermediate layer;
ft
al coatings;

t-,4(0)

?

inglY in the metal or PolY'

layer die

F:#n
R(0)--reflecting capacity oi the c
Il we accept the index of refraction of the air for l, ttr'en

coso':l/-ry,
n!
V-

is the angle of fall ot the light beam to .ttre filter. Expressio:ts (1)
valid Ivhen u parallel shaft oi beams falls on the filter. Conse'
quently, the position of tht maximum in the admission band depends on the
decline of th6 beams to the normal to the surface of the filter
where

0

and (2) are

6(fi:ffiFV;T'l
where the decline is expressed by

ftt:1'2""'

0.
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On
direction
tial filte
alnost h

degree of 0 the rnaximurn o
wivelengths. As a matter of
d for of'eration with a pata
their suiface. For that reisorr

. ( i)
I

--{}.r

i{____d-- *4"-_r-*_-l
Fig. 1. Optical part of ilre spectral instrument : Oi
filter; L-lens; D_ cletector
-jnterferential

optical lnlet; IF

tained in their certificates are for such conditions of operation, In some of
the apparatuses for spectral measurements, however, in view of considerations
of_ energy and design, the interferential iilters have to operate with non-parallel shafts of light, e. g. in the portable spectrometers for measurements'of
the spectral reflecting characteristics of some natural formations. 1'he clepel991.9 9i the position oi the nraximum in the admission band of the angie of
ia]l limits the angular aperture of the filtered shafts of light [2]. It is f,ot always possible to keep to this limit iu practice. Irr order not tb'lose the accuracy oi rneasurements, alt evaluation of the differences could be made between the perfornance of interferentia
falling normally on their surface, and
of light at an angle oI 0or. In its most
part of the spectral instrument may p
inlei (OI) with a certain aperture thro
enters the instrument; an interferential
in a determined spectral range ; a le
on the light-sensitive surface of the d
(Fig. 1). We shall be interested in the signal at the ouilet ot the detector tn
both cases upon lighting the filter with parallel and non'parallel sliafts .oi

light.
The light entering the instrument
of flat monochromatic waves with le
optical axis of vision of the systern (th
The intensity of these waves'falling o
If it is accepted that the natural o
consider li) as independent on 0. T
range which is_deter-mined by the admission band of the filter. In tliat range
we may consider ./(i) as a constant o r ,1,, but its value is deternrined tro-rn
its place in the spectrum, i. e. l@Q,,0):1l".The change
-lhein the intensity of
each monochromatic wave after its , transition through
IF is described by
the function (1). Spreading in .the afterfilter space are flat monochromatit
waves with intensity L{t)(l,0):l)."r(1,0). We believethat there isno interference
48

betvreen the waves with ditferent i aud that it is possible to negiect the inteiference between the monochromatic waves spreading at diff-erent angles g
in the space after the filter. Then the intensity of -the field at each"point
from the surface of the lens will be the sum of the intensities of ati flat
monochrornatic waves reaching. th^at point. The detector is affected only by
these waves for which the angle 0((0,a), where z is rjetermined by the"rela"tion a:arctgi'The energy flow coming to the detector is equal to tlrat of
J
ading in the direction 0, with 0(0(z
he signal at the output of the detector
y crossing the light-sensitive surface:
ensitivity of the detector, which geangle of fall 0, and the spot on the
to simplily, we may assune that S
does not depend on the coordinates of the point P ind also itrat it is a constant in the range considered. The dependence on the angle 0 is frequenilv
accepted to be a fl-like function, i. e.

s(g):{;:",;,.;;
. Taking into account the abcve considerations about the output signal of
the detector, we coflre to the expression
6 A"nl

U:+S
zt,
^lt

(3)

I

I

B(g)lc)(l,0) sin 0 cos

0d0d),,

00

is the more acute of the angles o and 00,
c is the speed of light.in vacuum,
B(0) i. tttq section of the surface of OI aird that of Z, when OI is projected- at.angle 0.
]1 lne plane oi L. Let us assume that the following condition has been fulfilled:
where

:

0r,

,o:f ' ot!
In that

(4)

case

B(0):constant and the output signal is expressed by
0-m

u: + sn ,[
0

P^
I

fi')

JI

00

4)",0)
\ ' / sin
- --0 cos 0d0dt:

L,.

*.2 --sB.lI -"I\') Jf1,\dl,
\"/-..''
^

to the smaller of the angle's 0o and a. The spectral range
the intensity has been measured is determined fiom the tyfe
f(1). In the above assumptions /(i) is determinert trom i^he
of the filter. In other concrete cases
it is possible that the
quantities .s and B will remain under the digit of the integril on 0, i. e. they
will also influence the final result fr rm thE measurement of Ir). ijere is an
investigation of the iunction
Lral

0..

(5)

""
[ (,\ --4,
o)', ''n''ou,,t:,ro
'--r(/ 1+F(O),inr9o)
I

f(1)--
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F. h:2.6
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0
5

43.0

l0

41.0
38.5
31,5

42.5

15

20

0.0
0,0
0.2
0.3
0,9

/

olu

A

F. h-t.4

",,<oful

t,t
0.0
0.7

1.3

50.0
50.0
49.0
47.0

0.7

{3.5

1.5

25.5
25.0
23,0
20.0

0.0
0.6
0.3

I O.D

1.0

0.6

30.5
30.5
29.5
28.5
26.5

0.0
0.9
0.1
1.0
1.6

25.0
25.0
24.5
24.0
23.0

0.0
0.5

22.5
22.5

0.0

0.0

2l.5

0.{

0.5

20.0

2,1

0.1

19.0

0.5

1.0

filtcr. Such measurements were c
of Perkin Elmer spectrometer with spectral resolution of 1nm, which draws
the function oI admission of the filters from the wavelength,'Wc have the
curves of admission for every filter corresponding to lighting up with a pa'
rallel shaft of light falling in angles changed every five degrees. Th^e results
in Table l. The dependences r'(-0) for all
from the measurtments are given
-the function
cos- (K0) a! .angles 0<20o,. ylele
filters approximate well with
filters and has values of l.l5 to
diflerent
for
the
dilferent
is
the consiint K
2.65. The error in the approximation is also given in Table 1.
It may be accepted that the angular aperture of the instruments rarely
exceeds 20 degrees, ancl for that reason it is not necessary to follow-I the dependence zr,(0; further. The result is that for almost all Iilters r,"(35')4V zr(0o);
a split curve of admission occurring in some bigger values of 0, due to the
polarization of light.
It is possible to see the change in the quantity of F' with the change
of 0 in these experimcntal curves after the formula
each

F(0): ?Y:tflut,
r(0)sin?rfi
which follows directly from (1). The value of r(0) corresponds to a certain ,1.
It is assumed that q:0, which may occur in filters with rellecting coatings
made of polylayer dielectric. It is obvious from (2) that nn:A&) , if we accept m:1. ).il,Q) is the length of tht wave lor which the filter has maximum
admission when lit up with a parallel shait of light. This calculation can be
carried out very accurately, because the function sinrd(r:e) changes rapidly
about its maximum value 2,,(0), but it nevertheless proves that F(0) does not
change very much. Here are the results of the calculations for one of the
filters
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:

We shall accept ihat F: const. when calculating the integral (5). The results
are given in Table 2. They show that the bigger the index of admission of
the intermediate layer of the filter, the less significant the shift ol the admis1'able

2

| ,* |

|
l.O
I.D

120
120
120

1.5
10

,*,,." tl 0,,,r,."
0.9987
0.9950
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sion band, while the half-width of the iatter is narrower. The filters rvith gieat.
er reflecting- capacity of the coatings R (consequently F is larger alsot give
narrower admjssion bands. The infiuence of the constant r( in the dependence
of maximum admission ot the angle of fall 0: ,,,,(0):cos('(0) over the change

lJm
,+

Fig. 2. Depeldences of zll^(e) and /lsyy(0) for

,trg:SQQ arn

of the admission band is negligible. When choosing the parameters of the filters, the maximum shilt occurs for the combination of values : n:l ,5t
K:7.5; and F:120. The shift of the maximum /A* and, the halt-width of
admission band for a ljlter with such parameters on dillerent wavelengths I
and for shafts of light with different angle 0* are given in Table 3. The shift
of the maximum in the admission band fi"* and the half-width of ihe bancl
increase parallel rvith the increase of the angle 0r,. The dependences zl,tr,(0) arrd
il.uw(O) for /o:5,000A are presented on Fig, 2.
It is evident from the above that there exisis a certain change in the
measured spectral range depending orr the working regime of the- IF. This
change may either be neglected or taken into considera-tion, depending on the
precision necessary for tlre particular rieasurerurents.
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Current-Voltage lNonampere J'ransformer
with Automatic Switching
of the Measurement Qange
M. N. Gousheua
The need to measure curre.nt variaiions within a large dynamic range in space
probe experiments should be matched by reliability (nraximum simplicity of
the equipment) and by inforrnation restriction (minimum number of telemetric
channels used). The switching of the sensifivity scales of the DC measuring
tract of the spaceborn service equipment when the rocket attains a definite altiiude involves a certain hazard. Such switching at an inappropriate moment
results in loss oi useful information due to insufiicient dynamic range oi the
electron block.
That is why it is necessary to switch the range in accordance with the
conqrete siiuation (charge carriers density in space plasma) [1], The availabiIity ol only one channelprovidinginformatior as well as two sensitivity scales
covering a dynamic range of 103 (in case of measurements with meteorological rockets) imposes certain restrictions on the transformer design.
The block circuit of the DC measuring tract (current-voltage transformer,
Fig, l) satisfies the above requirerhents. The circuit consists of a DC amplifier (DC\), a comparator (C), a repeater (R), and a switching device (S). When
collector current from a spherical ion trap is applied to the DCA input, it is
transformed into U, voltage and enters the telemetric channel (TMS). The entire DCA divider is switclred on at the initial moment, because the range has
to be selected regardless of the magnitude of the input current. U"r:-10 V
is applied to the non-inverting input of C. The electron keys are in the following positions: I{r-open, Kr-closed, and Kr-open. The three possible cases under these conditions are: (1) The V-A characteristics is entirely described within the sensitive scale (Fig" 2 _. sector ar). This sector corresponds to
a region of very low densities. The DCA range is not srvitched. (2) The V"A
characteristics is described both within the sensitive and the coarse scales due
to the sensitive scale saturation at a given moment (Fig. 2 sector &1). This
is the case of high-density measurements, At Ut:- 10 V -(saturation of the
sensitive scale), C is actuated and S sets the keys as iollows: key 1 -- closed
(the DCA coefficient of amplification decreases ten times), key 2
- open,
key 3
elosed (U,z: -0,5 V). (3) The V-A characteristics is fully described

-
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witbin the coarse scale (Fig. 2 -- sector cl). This is the region of highest denis actuated at the very moment of describing thJcharacterjstics. The
positions of-the.keys.are as- in 6. alter reswitching oithe range. l, is the time
of range selection. FigLrre 2 shows the V-A characteristics ioi one sweep period T:1 s of the linearly changing voltage applied to the outer grid of the
spherical ion trap (sectors a,, bn and c, in the 3arne Figure)
- Ur."
F'igureB shows theblock electric cilcuitry of the device. MA
740 is used as
_
an input step with static input resistance oi 1012 ohms, because currents of
the order of X . 10-10 A are occasionally applied to the DcA input. A precise
coeff icient of division in the DCA feedbaek'is obtainecl by tunirig tfre diviOe],
ISr transfornT 4 inlo ur, which enters ihrough the telemetric ch'annel (TMS),
IS_, controls S
ansistor Tr), and s controls ttre electroi keyi
'(194)
with the charge carriers ciensity, as well as
-- DG 182
U", and U,r_o
input o{ C. T'he onboarcl supply is stabilized
(transistors Tt,
be noted in this ca,se that irreie ls no seDarate channel to indicate the operating sensity range. This information is obtained from the cocperating thresholds L,, aid uu of c over the v-A characsities; C

teristics.
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HaHoavnepHbrr? npeo6paBoBareJrb roK
HarrpflE(eHlre
-c aBToMarr4qecKr4M nepeKJrloqeHHeM r.r3Mepl{Te/rbHofo
AHar]a3oHa

M. H.

I-yweaa

"

(Pesrcue)
3oHAonufi Mero.[, IxHpol(o tlpnMeiserce nprl 14ccne,u, olar]r4ri napaMerpoB rJragMbr
IloMolqbro paKer H cnyrHuxon. B coo6ureusz yr{a3btBaercs ireo6xo,u,uMocrb
II3MepeHl'i8 as[4eneHIrft Toxa B Ixl4pol(oM ,qI4HaMr{qecKoM ,rl,uar]a3oHe. lloxasaHbl
oco6eusocu{ gKcirepr,rMeHTa_npil r{sMefleHHrx Ha Mereopo;loruqecroft parere. B

c

cBqSIi c 3T?rM co3,4aH npeoSpasoBareJrb AJrs noJryqeuun xaparrepvcruflLl 3oHAOBoro roKa. Paccrr,lorpeubl crpyKTypHafl r4 npr4Hqr{nlrarbHas cxeMbr c aBToMarHqecKI4M nepeKfiroqeqaeM H3Mepr,ITeIbHOrO
Aliana3oHa.
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Sweep Generator for Frobe Experiment
Onboard Meteorological Rocket
T. N. Iaanoaa

ol meteorological rockets, e. g. cf the
"Centaurus" type [1], are much smaller in comparison with those ol the geophysical rockets, e. g. of the 'Vettical" type. Whereas at an altitude of fr:100 km
the velocity of meteorological rockets is about I knr/s and they reach an aititude of Hm^*:I50+180 km,the rockets we use for probe experiments reach
an altitude of Hn,o*:l,510 km and at ff:100 km their velocity is about
B kmis 12, 31.
1'he principle of operation of the block circuits of the Bulgarian measurement instruments launched until now in irrecoverable containers of the geophysical rockets "Vertical" 3,4 and 6 (in 1975, 1976 and 1977) are given in
[4, 5]. In an experiment with a meteorological rocket a full V-A characteristics
from the collector of a spheric ion trap (SIT) from retarding to saturation region may be obtained at much srnaller voltage amplitudes oi the sweep voltage of the outer grid of a trielectrode SIT (L(,1) in comparison with the amplitudes used until row of Usn:(-F15+-5) V [6],
According to our calculations, the necessary voltage Uu,.' is symmetric to
the zero (container body) with an amplitude (+i+-1) V. As the potential to
which the body will be charged may reach +3+4 V, a saw-tooth voltage
(wave) generator (SWG) circuit is used Ior obtaining Ur,, with a variable
aruplitude
over a period of Usrr (+S+ -5) V.
- that,
Besides
the service control system in experiments with rneteorological rockets is simplilied - there are no onboard commands for simultaneous
as well as synchro-impulses.
The telemetric system is also of limited capacity, ard the sweep voltage
Us,1 is not telemetrically controlled, as had been the case in the experirnents
carried out until now.
Consequently, in the design of a SWG we nrust pay attention first oI all
to the arnpliiude stability of the voltage generated, because instability in the
period may be judged from the durAtion of the V-A characteristics clearly
differentiated from one another.
In accordance with the above requirements on the qualities of the sweep
generator for SIT installed ou a meteorological rocket, we propose an amplitude-stabilized symmetric SWG made with integrated circuits, The complete
electric circuitry of the SWG is shown on Fig. 1, and the time-diagrams at
eertain coflcrete points are given on Fig. 2,
The velocity and nraximum altitude
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Fig. 1. The complete electric circuitry of the SWG
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Fig. 2, The time diagratns at coflcrete poiuts
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integrator I
ihe"voltage
tfre lineariy

arator)' while
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amPlifiets

witches from
of I (Point 2)
becomes sufficiently positive so that the point .4 voltage..rises above zeto'
ado liuut. voltage at the' output .oi.TD (U'r) h- 11{"t:il:9
by twb equal Zener diodes oppositely ronnected, which guarapteg;.tf:- lt.^:i
sion ot integration of the voltages lU" and the symmetry ot both thresnolo
levels of switching.
ln. U1e volt"age is switched fuo'n l[J" to -.Ur.when.the much mote ra'
pidlv- aecidising (iinearly) voltage from ihe output of I..(Ur),during,,the reu.rsu run of thf SWG (iJ becomes sufficiently high so that the voltage at
point A goes below zero.
The value of the potentiometer for the adjustrnent gt the fre.quency..of
U",. is selected in such a way that the necessaiy period I: I s shall be u'ith'
in"'itre limits of t-0.3 s.

i;;;t;t'.tii.at

the capacitor C is charged through Rz
R C. The values of R, and of R, are
vels t U" the reverse run shall be 10/o
The transistor T. (buffer, invertor
tage (point 3) for the command of t

SN5472) according to clock inPut.
Onr! of the outPuts of the tr
command of the key of a field transis
back circuit of the inverting amplifi
way over one Period the resistor R3
ficient of amplitication of A decreas
amplitude, as mentioned in the beginning.
anb tin.'tuning of the amplitude of the voltage Ustt is
tiometer Pr,
been desighed at the Central Laboratory for. Space.,.Re;
search of the Bulgarian AcadJny of Sciences and the tests carried out with it
demonstrated stabTe operation in a wide range of temperatures.
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pa3BepTKH AJrfl 3oH4oBoro
Ha MereopoJrofusecKoli paxere

gKcnepr4MeFrra

T. ['Ioanoea
(PesrcNre)

3ougonuri Mero,q ncc,rreAoBanr.rs rrJrasMbr c noMorrlbro c0epuvecxoli r.ronnofi ao_
By[rKr4 tr[rpoKo nprrMeHsercs npa
-npflMbtx KocMuqecKHx rdsMepeHHsx. B coo6_
lllelu.l Koporl(o paccMorpeHn oco6eiruocrfl
excnepldMeHTa Ha MereoponoruqecKoI'I paKere B cpaBHeHI4r,r c ucnoJrbgoBaHHbIMu Ao..cr4x\ nop 4,lra zoiocoepHux
usnaeperufi c 6o.nrapcrolt sou4onolt annaparypofi reoQueHvecKrzMr{ paKeraMr,r
,,Beprur<anr". flpuvera.ercff TpueJreKTpoAnas JroByIlKa, K sHeuHefi aar*a noropoli npu'rloxeuo un,noo6pa3Hoe HalpffxeH[e AJrs noJryqeHr.rs xapaxrepr4crr4r{r,t so6AOBOTO roxa. flpe4craBJreHa npr.rHur{nr{aJrbHafl cxeMa npuMeHeHHOrO reHeparopa
nn.roo6pasuoro Hanpsx(euafl,c nepeuennoli aMnJrraryAorl; paopa6oran"; il;;;;:
BaH.r4u nocraer€ HHUx Cnequ{raq e cKr.t M sxcn epuM e Hrou rp-e 6 o'na nuri.
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A Solution of the Problem of Rotation
of the Celestial Bodies"
T. R, Titchea
1. Introduction
For explanation of the axial rolation of the celestial bodies several hypotheses
are proposed. Shmidt [l] considers the direct rotation of the planets and of
the Sun as a result of the falling meteoric particles upon them' Artemyev
and R adzie vskii [2] assume that the meteoric particles falling on the planet
transfer their positive momentums only and turn it directly about its own
axis, Recently it was discovered, however, that Venus has a retrograde rotation. The planet Uranus is also rotating retrogradely. Alfven considers the axial rotation of the celestial bodies as a result of the action oi magnetic forces.
These hypotheses are not satisfactory and the phenomenou is still a topical
problem. In this paper a new explanation of this phenomenon is proposed.

2. Method and Results
We proceed fronr the iollowirrg original experiment. A homogeneous sphere
with radius r is circulating in an circumference with radius rt lying in a horizanlal plane. The sphere can rotate freely about its own axis perpendicular to
the plarre of the circumference, The system has two degrees of freedom. Let
us designate by O, the initial angular velocity of the circular motion of the
sphere, by Q, the airgular velocity of its circular rnotion at the end of a certain interval of time lT and by a; the angular velocity oi the proper axial
rotation of the sphere. We observe that
l. At J?r=J2z:'coflstr i. e. at a uniform circular motion a;:0 i tbe sphere
does not rotate about its own axis.
2. At Qr>Qe, i. e. at a decelerate circular motion ar)O; the sphere obtains a direct axial rotation.
3, At J?1<J22, i. e. at an accelerate circular motion ar(O; the sphere
obtains a retrograde axial rotation.
*For

open discussion.
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It is irot ditticult to see that the axial rotation oi the sphere is caused by
the action of the unequal forces of inertia of the particles of the sphere which
appear at the change of the angular velocity of its circular motion. The value
of the forces of inertia of the particles of the sphere depend5on their distance
to the centre o r the cir c u mrerence
"+1." :"$,:rl'i:il'.?,T i,'n;,i#a j,.r mo tiorr
oI the sphere can be changed by direct aciion
or by the change of the radius of the
circumference from r, to r".

sphere divides the sphere in two parts: external one with mass ml and internal one witlr
mass mz, as shown in Fig. 1. We solve the

problem
I7L1:

ffio:

at r1>r so that we could assume
7n' A Similar CaSe we have, for

at a spherical artifical Earth's satellite.
The part of i'rs orbit limited by the satellite is
alrnost a straight line.
We designate by F" and F1 the resultants
of the particles' forces of inertia of the external
(dashed) and internal hemispheres. We assume
Fig. I
with sufficient accuracy that at r,>r the
fulcrums of the resultants F. and Fi are at
a distance equal io 3lB r f.rom the centre of the sphere. We clesignate the force,
which turns the sphere about its axis (directly at J),),O* as shown in
Fig. 1, and retrogradely at .Ar(Or) by F.
Obviorrsly
(1)
l:: F" * Ft
or
example,

F md.-(-ma),

(2)

where a" and Ai are the tangentialaccelerations of the rnass-cer tres oithe external and iriternal hemispheres.
At the change of the angular velocit5r of the circular motion of the sphere
from pL to Q, the linear speed of the mass-centre of the external heruisphere changes from 7"r to V"u and that of tbe internal hemisphere from
Vt to Vrr. AI the same time the nrass-centre of the external hemisphere, where
the fulcrum of the force F is forrnally assumed, passes a path S_-5'":*S"r.
Multiplying both parts of (2) by ds and integrating in the above limits we
obtain

(3)

Se2

,

Ve2

/

Viz \

[na'-l-n[oa'u-(-*.lar\
r-el
\ Vrr I
I Va

Zel
.*.f ao

V.z

(4t-*v'",\

o:l ,
'':l\
where .4
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2 l-\-(mvlz -=r1'
-nv?r\

is the work of the iorce F in the path S.

Vir

-r,.[V,,arl,
I

The kinetic enersv E of the obtained axial rotation of the sphere is equal
to the work of the f-orce F, i. e' E:A

(5)
where 2m

E--+

x'!!r!

is the mass ol the sphere. From (4) and (5) we

y{:

(6)

(v",,

- v:r)-(v?1-v1)

obtain

;

| Vez- Q2(rr +3/Er) ;
Vt: d) t(r-3l9r)i Vn: Qr(t r-318r)'

V er:

Q

t(rr-t3/Br)

With the above values of 7"r, V.z, Vir and Vn in (6) we obtain
(7)

If the change of the angular velocity of the circular motion ol the sphere
is performed bf changing the radius of the circumft rence from 11 to 12, for'
mula (7) takes the form
+

(8)

:lf

{;

rrt', r,- ttt,

r,ll'

^
(8)
are
valid in an uniform field of . gravit-ation.
and
(7)
The relations
For a hontogeneoui'spheriiai satellite moving in a non'uniform field of gra'
vitation, howevet, (4) has the iorm

\ /nv2^

\l

nv?.

\ /mV?" \l

/ mV?(e) A: E:l llL(?*u;'
) -\'#*u;' )l-l f?*ul/ -\#-rE':

f

/

)

I

)1,

where E: and E,^ are the potential energies of the external and internal hefuispheres "of the satellite. At our labor-atory experinent we have
E2t:222-gt]:Ei2:rngh, so that in this case (9) is reduced to (a).
' ThE totdl endrgy of a homogeneous spherical Earth's satellite moving in
n circular orbit is
n*+

E,:e#*

GM2m(+

-+) : cM2m(*-rf

)

Earth, R is the average radius of the Earth,,.rt
^r14 is the mass of the
is the distance of the satellite to ttre c:ntre ol the Earth. For such a satellite
passing from one orbit to another one (9) takes the form

where

zm[2?2

- orw m i{ f (+ -

(r 0)

-

(,,)

[

- (+ -r6+?rD)]

'rirw)
(+ -zr:qtr,) - (+ -#w,)

]]

|

From (10) we obtain

*^:lh(i#*-z#*y

The total energy of a homogeneous spherical Earth's Satellite moving in
orbit is
eliptical
an

E*t

Ep

a is the major semi-axis of the satellite's orbit. In this case we obtain
from (9) in a similar way the following relation:

where

( Gtur
GM \l
*':11* l\;tr(B/Br),
-e-@Bry )

(12)

|

At the movement of the the satellite in one orbit onlv we should have
ar:az-const, ELf Eo:const and a;:0, i.e. in such a cas! the axial rotation
of the satellite does not depend on its orbital rrotion.
For a homogeneous cylindrical satellite with moment of inertia
we obtain the followins relation
(13)

*:
-taj:

aM

l-=:--ll

;1--.- | \ 4 u r,*4
{
ivhere r is the rotational radius of the satellite

-;T

t:Z*({+f;),

o'1r-ll,
-

0

w

)l'

equal to Hl2, z is the radius
cross-section. Passing from one orbit to another the satellite turns as an
aircraft propeller, in the plane of its orbit. (!Ve neglect the precession.)

of its

The formulae (11), (12) and (13) give the angular velocity ot a non-stabilized satellite il in the first orbit,u:0. If in the first (initial) otbit co)0 or
a;(0, formulae (12), and (11) and (13) as well, should be written as follows:
(12a)

=1tu)

'= 1115 |

|

aM

lly ,*t
,,
t0, . |\ a;-2 (3/Br)2

where /ro is the increment (positive or negative) of the angular velocity of
the axial rotation of ihe satellite during.a certain interval of. lime lT, during
which a, changes to ar.
As o2>(3/Br)s, formulae (12), and (11) and (12a) as well can be written
in this form
(1 4)

It is known that thelightpressure provokesan essential perturbation of the
orbit of the light spherical satellites at a height )700 km. By suctr a satellite
we could verify fornrula (14), Deterrnining the major semi-axis of its orbit in
the beginning and in the end,of a certain interval of tirue z1T, we calculate
a-l by formula (l ) and compare ihe result with the increment of ar cluring the
same interval zlT obtained bv formula (15)
-f la:l to,-ool.
(15)
where ar, dnd a]z a(e the observed angular velocities of the axial rolation of the
satellite in the beginning and in the end of the same interval AT. The lesuits obtained could be veriiied by a special satellite launched for ihis purpose if it is
possible to change the major semi-axis oi its orbit in desired values.
The relations (7) and (B) could be verified under laboratory conditions.
A synchronous change of the orbital period and the period of the axial
rotation of the second Soviet satellite (1957P) and the last stage of the third
Soviet satellite (1958d1) with the change oi the solar activity has been really
6+

the rotational period about the cenSoviet satellite during its spiral ap'
can be also exPlained bY relation
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